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Over the past eight years, Shanghai 

Museum of Glass has grown from merely 

one main venue and one hot glass 

performance area of 2,300 square meters 

into a large museum park of 20 venues 

and public service facilities, covering 

20,220 square meters in total. Numerous 

exciting and outstanding exhibitions, 

creative activities and cross-border 

collaborations continuously took place on 

this field, winning favor and recognition 

from the visitors.

To mark its anniversary in 2019, the 

Shanghai Museum of Glass committed 

to “creating a new aesthetic lifestyle” 

proclaimed the “Dare to be Wild”, 

enabling visitors to explore fresher and 

more interactive outdoors experience. 

The Museum completely redesigned and 

renovated original steel warehouse on the 

northeast side of park, and the art plaza 

imbued with design offered visitors a new 

experience of embracing outdoors and 

the nature. The forum serveed as an open 

1. Annual Summary

Outdoor Plaza

Credit: Coordination Asia
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platform covering   260 square meters, 

consisting of wooden stairs and seats,  

and creating a sense of leisure back  

to nature. Viewers may take a break  

under the shade of trees or indulge  

in diversified live performances. In the 

meantime, next to the new entrance 

of the Kids Museum of Glass, an open 

runway space and bicycle full of children’s 

naive also was built to function as an 

amusement park for young visitors  

to share happy hours with their kids.  

The space adjacent to the forum stands 

encompassed a matrix of LED bars 

flashing red lights, quite conspicuous 

from a distance, depicting an outdoor 

stage brimming over with visual impact. 

The outdoor stage covered an area of   

436 square meters and accommodating 

340 spectators forms a space catered 

to the thermal theater and various live 

performances, as lighting installations 

around the stepped seats perfectly give 

off hot and passionate atmosphere on  

the stage. Concurrently, with the 

“Annealing Project” under way, the 

Shanghai Museum of Glass sees more 

frequent and in-depth exchanges with 

the contemporary art community. 

Five contemporary artists including 

LIU Jianhua, YANG Fudong, YANG 

Zhenzhong, ZHANG Ding and LIAO 

Fei have settled in the museum park, 

expected to inject new artistic vitality  

into the multi-facet business model of  

the Shanghai Museum of Glass Park.

Other public cultural service facilities  

in the museum park likewise underwent 

upgrades and innovations in 2019. The 

original Murano Café, born in 2014, 

completed its phased mission on the 

original site and was moved to a new 

site prior to the “National Day” holidays. 

The brand new Murano Restaurant 

boasts 2.5 times operating capacity 

of the original restaurant, with fresh 

and clear design of profound Venetian 

cultural elements, and at the same 

time, visitors may also appreciate the 

video work Dérive Veneziane from the 

famous contemporary artist Muntadas, 

and indulge in food surrounded by 

artistic atmosphere. In March 2019, the 

Shanghai Museum of Glass focused on 

continuous optimization and upgrade 

of the Factory Store—one of its shops 

opened in 2015, and officially renamed 

it as Glassy Living Store in June. From 

daily utensils to home flower ware, from 

intriguing ornaments to fine jewelries, 

Glassy Living Store aims to integrate glass 

material into daily life, and advocates and 

creates a transparent and clear lifestyle. 

In December 2019, the Glassy Living 

Store was relocated to a newly designed 

and renovated independent building, 

and thus the business and storage area 

more than doubled. Besides, at the end 

of March this year, the Museum brought 

new innovations, to officially launch the 

Museum Art Apartment, accessible to  

the public via the Airbnb platform. 

Nowadays, the museum has opened 

four art apartments with different 

characteristics. Two earliest apartments 

are located at the core of museum 

park, circumvented by various theme 

venues, and adjacent to two art plazas. 

Two Mirror Houses opened in August 

2019 are separated from the Museum’s 

Hall 9 “Dream Hall” by a single wall, 

closely connected to the museum on 

the one hand, and located in a relatively 

independent, exquisite and chic 

architecture as well. This may be the only 

art apartment in Shanghai, or even in 

China, located in a museum, self-operated 

by the museum team, and available to 

all art and novelty enthusiasts. As of 
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December 7, 2019, the Museum  

Art Apartment had witnessed booking  

for a total of 313 nights (from Airbnb 

booking statistics alone, excluding  

internal receptions), with 45% occupancy 

rate, highly acclaimed by all residents.

If the hardware upgrade of museum is 

intended to offer better service to visitors, 

internal academic research, as well as 

domestic and foreign exchanges stands  

at the core of its business development.

Beginning in 2019, for the purpose  

of better documenting the development 

of museum’s "Annealing Project" and 

starting the reseach work of museum 

collection, the Academic Research 

Department of the Museum officially 

embarked on the work of museum  

archive center, and had accomplished  

all literature arrangement of the museum 

contemporary art collection, solo 

exhibition artist and current "Annealing 

Project" exhibition by the end of this 

year. The archive center work is set 

to accumulate research materials and 

archives for the Museum’s artistic 

research and future "Annealing Project" 

development, enrich process documents 

for art and exhibition projects, provide 

basic information for subsequent 

exhibition and design, and strive to 

gradually establish its unique academic 

position in art research. Furthermore,  

Mr. ZHANG Lin, the Director of the 

Museum was also invited by various 

cultural institutions and academic 

institutions for important academic and 

inter-museum exchanges, such as 2019 

New York University of Shanghai Business 

Education & Research Center Forum, 

2019 China Advertising and Branding 

Conference, Opening of the New Glass 

Exhibition at the US Corning Museum 

of Glass and 2019 Hong Kong Museum 

High-End Summit, etc. When it comes 

to inter-museum exchanges, we also 

maintained extremely close contact: 

other industrial visitors this year were 

from Shanghai Museum, China Maritime 

Museum, Shanghai Minsheng Art Museum, 

Shenyang Palace Museum, Fujian Museum, 

Suzhou Museum, Nanjing Museum, 

Zhejiang Museum of Natural History, 

Beijing Minsheng Art Museum, HOW  

Art Museum, Taikang Space and so forth.

“Become an influential museum 

worldwide” is the vision and ambitious 

goal always pursued by the Shanghai 

Museum of Glass. Among the world’s 

most influential museums, the Shanghai 

Museum of Glass is undoubtedly still a 

“kid” learning and growing. But we do 

hope and reasonably believe that it will  

be as enduring and healthy as those 

globally eminent museums.
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New Art Plaza

Credit: Coordination Asia
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The Shanghai Museum of Glass attaches 

importance to the online self-media, 

announces exhibitions and events, and 

publicizes the concept of the Museum. 

The museum self-media have been 

working in perfect order, including the 

official website, official WeChat and 

Weibo. Moreover, the official account 

(Ins: shanghaimuseumofglass) was 

launched in June 2018; and the platform 

of Facebook (Shanghai Museum of Glass 

Park) underwent systematic updating, 

maintaining important international 

exchanges.

Since official website’s update and 

maintenance is put on the list of self-

media operation priorities, according to 

actual implementation of various tasks, 

the Shanghai Museum of Glass regularly 

updates the content of official website 

sections, viz. Exhibitions, Events, Press 

and Visit, and expressly shares the latest 

museum information with website visitors 

in a timely manner.

There were 21,057 fans in all via the 

Shanghai Museum of Glass’ weibo  

(@Shanghai Museum of Glass). There 

were 1,917,538 visits from January to 

December 2019. The highest monthly 

readership occurred in March with 

236,780 visits and the highest daily 

readership on September 11 with 31540 

visits. The weibo Vestige claimed the 

largest readership. 

A total of 48 messages were sent via 

WeChat (Shanghai Museum of Glass)  

from January to December 2019 and  

there was a readership of 388,825, 

resulting in 627,803 visits. The highest 

monthly readership occurred in May with 

2.

3.

Social Media 72,698 visits. By comparison, the highest 

daily readership occurred in March 27 

with 11,607 visits of “Recruitment–It’s 

time to play for a night in the Shanghai 

Museum of Glass”. The number of fans is 

50,307 by December 31, 2019 via WeChat, 

representing an increase of 16,914 year-

on-year.

As regards media channels, the  

Shanghai Museum of Glass maintained 

high exposure and participation  

on various media platforms, and 

concentrates on its mission of  

"leading the museum lifestyle and sharing 

infinite possibilities of glass", so as to 

attract public attentions. According to 

statistics, the reports included not only 

art exhibitions, celebrations, tour guides 

and cooperative projects planned by the 

museum side, but also in-depth interviews 

with museum team members, temporary 

exhibition artists and art performers. 

The traditional media category involves 

China Culture News, Shanghai Youth Daily, 

Shanghai Daily, Shanghai Morning Post, 

Shanghai Observer, Wenhui Daily, Xinmin 

Evening News, The Paper, Guangming 

Daily, People.cn, South Metropolitan 

Daily, etc, whereas art and entertainment 

media include Yitiao, Elebrand, Hiart, 

Art.ifeng.com, ArtAlpha, Contemporary 

Art Shanghai, Ccism, Artou.cn, TanC, 

FORTH FORCE Art Collective, Tureart.

com, ArtCM, Action Media, Collection, 

Art Contemporary, Artgoer, Exhibition 

Exploration in Shanghai, etc, plus 

Shanghai satellite channels of STVN, 

ICS, Arts & Humanities Channel, Variety 

Channel, Shanghai Documentary Channel, 

to name but a few. 
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3. Exhibition

The Shanghai Museum of Glass staged 

four special exhibitions in 2019 on three 

themes of 'The International Studio 

Glass Movement', "Annealing Project" 

and design. In the four exhibitions in 

2019, artists and designers interpreted 

such a medium as glass from their own 

perspective, explored infinite possibilities 

of glass materials, attempted to break 

through the boundary of materials, and 

created breathtakingly marvelous works.

A. Illuminated Space

Solo Exhibition by Richard Whiteley

Since the establishment of the  

Shanghai Museum of Glass, we have 

formed an artist exhibition centered on 

"International Glass Studio Movement", 

which invites international artists to 

showcase the infinite charm and create 

concept of glass. Richard Whiteley, 

a famoust glass artist, educator from 

Australia, is an important figure that 

cannot be ignored in the contemporary 

glass art world.

Illuminated Space touches into the 

unknowable. Cast in muted colour  

tones reminiscent of natural phenomena, 

Richard Whiteley creates forms that 

appear to glow with an elusive inner  

light. These cast glass works hold the 

tension between the strong geometric 

lines that define the exterior and the  

soft, almost ephemeral shapes that 

emerge from the inside. Disrupting 

the sense of real and perceived space, 

Whiteley creates a dialogue between 

voids and solids—negative space  

becomes illuminated positive.

In this exhibition, Whiteley explores 

three themes: organic bodily structures, 

architectural voids and an imagined  

ideal of space. His visual gestures are  

a reminder of our desire to see within  

and know the inner workings of our 

bodies. Each taking many months to 

produce and dozens of kilograms of  

glass, each of these works is made 

through a balancing act between additive 

and subtractive processes. From model 

making through to lengthy casting 

and cold working processes, Whiteley 

conceives his objects from the inside out, 

transcending materiality to encapsulate 

light in solid form.

On April 28, 2019, Illuminated Space, 

Richard Whiteley’s first Chinese exhibition, 

was officially unveilled at the Temporary 

Exhibition Hall on 2F of Design Wing  

in the Shanghai Museum of Glass.  

This exhibition was held by Shanghai 

Museum of Glass, curated by Holly 

Williams. Illuminated Space was the 

first solo exhibition of Richard Whiteley 

in China. Whiteley was an associate 

professor of The Australian National 

University and an artist. Being one  

of Australia’s foremost kiln cast glass 

artists, he unites connotation, material and 

craftsmanship into his artworks amazingly, 
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showing us his high-end craftsmanship as 

an international top kiln cast glass artist.

Artist: Richard Whiteley 

Based in Australia, Richard Whiteley 

became an apprentice in a stained-glass 

studio at the age of sixteen and has spent 

more than 30 years working with glass, 

becoming one of the country’s most 

respected kiln cast glass artists. He holds 

an undergraduate degree from The School 

of Art & Design, Australian National 

University (Glass) and a Masters of Visual 

Art (Sculpture) from the University of 

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He was 

an Associate Professor and the Head 

of the Glass Workshop at the School of 

Art & Design at The Australian National 

University, Canberra and a visiting 

professor for the China Academy of Art, 

Hangzhou, China.Now, Richard Whiteley  

is the project manager of the Studio of 

the Corning Museum of Glass.

Whiteley has held successful solo 

exhibitions in Australia, Germany and 

the United States. His work has been 

included in significant group exhibitions 

in Australia, the United States, China and 

Europe. He was a finalist in the Hindmarsh 

Glass Prize (2018), the Tom Malone Glass 

Prize (2017, 2009) and the Ranamok Glass 

Prize (2014, 2011) among others.

Whiteley was a board member  

for the Visual Art Board of the Australia 

Council from 2009-2011 and now serves 

as a peer for this organization. His works 

are held in major museums and private 

collections worldwide, including the 

Australian National Gallery, the Corning 

Museum of Glass, Corning NY and the 

Toledo Museum of Art. He has completed 

a large permanent public art commission 

at the Cotter Dam in Canberra.  

A successful recipient of numerous 

research grants to develop creative works 

and perform technical research, his recent 

research includes a collaboration with 

Sydney-based glass recycling company 

Verastone Glass, a current research 

project on Roman cameo glass and  

a multi-year project working with 

renowned Australian artist Mike Parr.

Curator: Holly Williams

Holly Williams graduated from  

the Sydney College of the Arts of  

the University of Sydney in 2005 with  

a master's degree in visual arts. As an 

innovative curator, writer and researcher, 

she focuses on neglected aspects of 

contemporary life. She works closely 

with artists and actively seeks ways 

for different spectators to experience 

outstanding creative practices and  

enrich their understanding of the  

material world around them. She has  

more than 15 years of experience in 

various fields of exhibition production  

and has made achievements in such  

fields as contemporary art, design, 

architecture, science, archives  

collection, time and digital media.

Holly Williams is a curator based  

in Sydney, Australia, and a co-founder  

of The Curators' Department. 

The opening of "Illuminated Space" by Richard Whiteley

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass
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B. UN-GLASS

As the existence of glass is completely 

removed, when reflection, transparency 

are no longer available, what would our 

life be like? 

It is hard to imagine a world without  

glass until it is deliberately removed,  

so are the features and the technological 

development derived from it. When 

transparency is not available, we might 

find many familiar scenarios utterly 

changed. Many activities would be 

impossible without the help of glass.  

If there is no reflection from the mirror, 

we would have even struggle to get 

ready. Without glass, several corner-stone 

technological innovations, such as the 

touchscreen for smartphone and tablet 

that constitutes the modern lifestyle 

would not be possible: we would not  

be able to connect on-line due to lack of 

fibre optic cable and we would not have  

a chance to go beyond earth if there  

were not telescopes.

The impact and meanings that glass 

brought to humans have stretched far 

beyond its materiality. Glass changes the 

way we see the world and ourselves. This 

unique vision that goes both inwards and 

outwards has motivated us to reflect on 

ourselves as well as inspired us to explore 

the uncharted territories. Despite the new 

perspective granted by glass, we also 

learnt to use it to extend our thoughts 

and communicate ideas. The choice 

of materials for built environments in 

different times is the embodiment of the 

values spirit of the era, and the increasing 

use of glass in modern architecture has 

expressed our pursuit for transparency, 

openness and the innovation.

As an institute dedicated to unfold  

the limitless possibilities of glass, 

Shanghai Museum of Glass presents  

a subversive outlook of an obscure world 

without glass. UN-GLASS rips anything 

glass off the fabric of reality and replace 

with patches of impenetrable pitch black, 

leaving everyone surrounded by uncannily 

unfamiliar scenarios in daily life. This is  

a rare opportunity to rediscover what  

is essential to us as human and our 

modern lifestyle. 

UN-GLASS was curated by  

Tilman Thürmer, the design director  

of the Shanghai Museum of Glass.  

Tilman Thürmer, as a senior architect,  

has worked in the museum for more 

than ten years. In this exhibition, he 

tried to point out the ubiquity of glass 

by removing its existence. "What is 

better than deliberately removing 

glass to highlight this ubiquitous and 

indispensable material in our daily life? 

After really considering this thought 

experiment, we will find that the  

impact and meanings that glass brought 

to humans have stretched far beyond  

its materiality. Glass changes the way  

we see the world and ourselves.  

The world without glass is really 

frightening." He said, "by reversing the 

existence of glass, we think about many 

new ideas of our team about frequently 

neglected glass, and we also hope to 

present these ideas to the spectators".  

Exhibition view of UN-GLASS

Credit: Coordination Asia
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Glass has changed the way we  

see ourselves and others, as well as  

the way we organize our thoughts,  

convey concepts and imagine the space.  

Glass extends eyes, our most important 

organs, brain, our most powerful organ, 

and curiosity, our most precious asset. 

If human beings had not started the 

exploration of-the unknown driven by 

curiosity, there would have never been 

glass in the world.

This was an open conceptual  

exhibition. We invited all the audience 

in the exhibition hall, surrounded by 

strange and unfamiliar everyday scenes, 

to rediscover and understand what 

indispensable role glass plays in our life 

today. In the re-examining and thinking  

of glass, we believed that everyone would 

reflect on himself and the world and 

would gain more new enlightenment.

Curator: Tilman Thürmer

Tilman Thürmer is the founder  

of Shanghai-based design agency 

COORDINATION ASIA. Born in Berlin 

in 1972, he studied architecture at the 

Berlin University of the Arts, co-founded 

COORDINATION BERLIN in 2004, and 

later relocated to China in 2009. In 2015 

he became Design Director and Vice 

President of the Shanghai Museum of 

Glass, one of the city’s most important 

private cultural destinations.

His work includes strategies, content  

and designs for numerous major museums 

and cultural organizations as well as for 

international and domestic brands.

Tilman’s projects in China are recognised 

by numerous awards including the  

Red Dot Award, German Design Award, 

Iconic Award, Hong Kong Design Award, 

and Design for Asia Award, as well as 

attracting attention from international 

design publications, frequenting the 

pages of Dezeen, Wallpaper*, Frame  

and more.

C. 2019 Annealing Project

On November 3, 2019, the annual 

exhibition of "Annealing Project" was 

unveiled at the Shanghai Museum of 

Glass. This year, the Shanghai Museum 

of Glass was very honored to invite two 

artists SUN Xun and Kelvin Kyung Kun 

PARK (South Korea) to create works by 

focusing on glass as the main line. After 

about two years of preparation, SUN Xun 

and Kelvin Kyung Kun Park presented two 

wonderful exhibitions, namely Frontier 

Selected screenshot from the work "Double Mirror"

Credit: Kelvin Kyung Kun PARK
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(Part II–SUN Xun’s solo exhibition and 

Double Mirror—Kelvin Kyung Kun PARK’s 

solo exhibition respectively at the newly 

updated contemporary art space of the 

Shanghai Museum of Glass. In the past 

few years, after the solo exhibition by 

ZHANG Ding, the art project of Annealing 

was further promoted, attracting artists 

including LIAO Fei, YANG Xinguang,  

BI Rongrong, LIN Tianmiao, LIU Jianhua 

who have participated in the project 

and another two artists SUN Xun and 

Kelvin Kyung Kun PARK who held their 

exhibitions in November, 2019.

"Annealing Project" is not a simple 

cross-border cooperation project.  

Instead, it is hoped that through  

the implementation of this project, 

different artists will give new concepts 

and vitality to glass, a traditional material, 

explore the great energy contained in the 

material itself, and have dialogue with  

the contemporary era. After thousands  

of years, glass can still maintain its  

unique charm as a traditional material  

via the deft hands of artists. This is the 

"Annealing Project" that the Shanghai 

Museum of Glass constantly adheres to.

1. Frontier (Part II) 

Solo Exhibition by SUN Xun

Animation films are important 

composition parts of SUN Xun’s previous 

works. This time the intervention of glass 

will give audiences many conjectures on 

how he combines materialized glass  

with his moving images. 

Starting from the original concept  

of Frontier (Part I) in 2018, SUN 

attempted for the first time to create 

large scale mechanical installations,  

which combines moving machinery  

with paintings. They not only give full  

play to the characteristics of glass, but 

also embedded glass into his personal 

creation system. 

The utilization and re-creation of historical 

themes have always been an important 

thread in his work, and this exhibition  

can also be traced back along this thread:  

the origin of this exhibition is On a Mission 

to the Frontier, a poem by Tang Dynasty 

poet Wang Wei. This exhibition echoes 

with Frontier (Part I) which exhibited in 

last November, displaying a non-linear 

'story of space'. 

Artist: SUN Xun

SUN Xun, born in 1980 in Fuxin in Liaoning 

Province, China, graduated in 2005 from 

the Printmaking Department of the China 

Academy of Art. In 2006 he established π 

Animation Studio. He currently lives and 

works in Beijing. 

As a representative artist in the  

field of China's new media, SUN Xun’s 

animation works were favored by 

important institutions and exhibitions at 

home and abroad in the early period of  

his artist career. Many of his animation 

works have been selected into famous 

foreign film festivals, such as Berlin 

International Film Festival, Venice 

International Film Festival, Holland 

Animation Film Festival, International 

Short Film Festival Oberhausen, etc.  

The metaphorical picture details,  

the hand-painted style with dark and  

tensile force, and dreamy and jumpy plot 

design in the works are SUN Xun’s visual 

language with personal characteristics. 

In recent years, SUN Xun has made many 

attempts in the wider field of visual art 

by taking new media art as the starting 

point: newspapers, books, woodcut prints, 
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Chinese ink painting and toner become 

the media he uses in his art creation. 

Reality and fantasy, time and history, 

are always seen in his work SUN Xun’s 

film Some Actions Which Haven't Been 

Defined Yet in the Revolution (2012) 

was selected for the short film unit of 

the Berlin Film Festival. His "21KE" was 

selected for the horizon unit of the 2010 

Venice Film Festival.

SUN Xun's recent solo exhibitions  

include: Time Spy, John and Mabel 

Ringling Museum of Art, Florida, 

USA (2019); Frontier (part I), solo 

exhibition, Shanghai Museum of Glass, 

Shanghai (2018);SUN Xun, Museum of 

Contemporary Art, Australia (2018);  

SUN Xun: Time Spy, St. Louis Art  

Museum, USA (2018); Rosa's 

Wound, MOCA Taipei, Taipei (2017); 

Reconstruction of the Universe, 

2016 Artists of Audemars Piguet Art 

Commission, Miami Beach, USA (2016); 

New Stories, Guggenheim's "Robert HO 

Hung Ngai Family Foundation's Chinese 

Contemporary Art Plan", Solomon R. 

Guggenheim Museum, New York, United 

States (2016); Prediction Laboratory, Yuz 

Art Museum, Shanghai (2016); Asian Art 

Biennale 2015, National Taiwan Museum of 

Fine Arts, Taichung, Taiwan (2015); CHINA 

8, Contemporary Chinese Art Exhibition 

in Rhine and Ruhr, Lembrook Museum, 

Duisburg, Germany (2015); Yesterday  

was Tomorrow, Hayward Gallery, 

London, UK (2014); The Unrecorded, 

Reconstructing Contemporary Art, 

Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver,  

Canada (2014); Ink Art: Chinese 

Contemporary Art from the Perspective of 

the Past, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 

New York, USA (2013), etc.

 

2. Double Mirror

Solo Exhibition by  

Kelvin Kyung Kun PARK

South Korean artist Kelvin Kyung Kun 

PARK is the first international artist who 

participates in the "Annealing Project" 

of the Shanghai Museum of Glass. This 

exhibition was also his first solo exhibition 

in China. 

Over the past ten years, PARK has  

been creating with moving images.  

The industrial history of Korea in the 

past few decades, the trauma of military 

service and the psychological mechanism 

of popular culture have together  

formed the theme of his creation.  

He has constructed his unique creative 

subjectivity through his exploration 

of the emotional structure in different 

social and political situations. In this 

project, PARK starts from "questioning 

Exhibition view of "Frontier (Part II)"

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass
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the subjectivity of video artists in their 

work” and attempts to explore the more 

complicated desire mechanism related to 

the motivation of "watching". 

In this exhibition, PARK deployed a large 

number of dynamic glass mechanical 

installations, which rotate and transform 

in the space, vaguely implying the 

unpredictable and uncontrollable 

uncertainties in human nature. However, 

it was these uncertainties that fascinated 

the human nature and man could never 

refuse. Apart from glass installations, his 

latest video works featured with a pair 

of twins, depicting the psychological 

mechanism of sub-consciousness and 

continuing to expand the implication  

of uncertainty from the installations. 

Artist: Kelvin Kyung Kun PARK

Kelvin Kyung Kun PARK, born in 1978 in 

Seoul, South Korea, now lives and works 

in Seoul. He graduated from the University 

of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) in 2000 

and received his master's degree from the 

California Institute of Arts in 2005.

PARK’s creations mainly include 

documentaries, videos and installations. 

Most of his works were created in the 

context of self-awareness and drastic 

changes in social and cultural life, 

covering the modern industrial history, 

military trauma and popular cultural 

psychology of South Korea. In 2010,  

he screened his highly acclaimed first 

full-length film Cheonggyecheon Medley, 

which was shown at various international 

venues, including the Berlin International 

Film Festival, Busan International  

Film Festival, Warsaw Film Festival,  

Los Angeles Film Festival, Hot Docs, 

among others. In 2011, another 

documentary film "A Dream of Iron" 

premiered at the Berlin International 

Film Festival and won the Asian Film 

Jury Award at the festival that year. 

This is a film screened in Posco Steel 

and HYUNDAI’s shipyard, which again 

explored deeply into the fate of South 

Korea's traditional industries. The film 

was then shown at the New York Museum 

of Modern Art and the Sharjah Biennale. 

In 2017, Kelvin Kyung Kun PARK was 

selected for the Korean Artist Award, 

which is also the best art award in the 

field of contemporary art in South 

Korea. Kelvin Kyung Kun PARK's latest 

documentary film "Army" was selected for 

the 2018 Busan International Film Festival 

and won the Best Documentary Award. 

The film was selected for DOK Leipzi2019.

Kelvin Kyung Kun PARK 's recent 

exhibitions include: "Busan International 

Biennale", Busan, South Korea (2018); 

"Our Bright Future-Cybernetic Fantasy", 

Nam June Paik Art Center, Seoul, South 

Korea (2017); "Asian Art Biennale", 

National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, 

Taichung, 2017; Stopping by Woods on  

a Snowy Evening, Hyundai Gallery,  

Seoul, South Korea (2016 solo exhibition); 

Intuitive Scenery, Alario Gallery, Seoul, 

South Korea (2016 solo exhibition); 

"ARTSPECTRUM 2016", Leeum, Seoul, 

South Korea (2016 solo exhibition); 

Wonderful Memory, Seoul North District 

Art Museum, Seoul, South Korea (2016); 

Resonance Triangle, Alario Gallery, Jeju, 

South Korea (2016); Object Theory II: 

Manufacturing, National Museum of 

Modern and Contemporary Art, Seoul, 

South Korea (2016); Taipei Biennale,  

Taipei (2012). 
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4. Collection Report

As of December 31, 2019, the Shanghai 

Museum of Glass had owned 3,751 pieces 

of collections. Among its collection, there 

were 104 pieces of ancient cultural relics, 

1815 pieces of modern and contemporary 

works, 30 pieces of archives and 1,802 

pieces of auxiliary exhibits.

In addition, 201 of loaned exhibits  

were housed here, including 199 pieces 

of ancient glass collections, 1 piece of 

contemporary art piece and 1 piece of 

high-tech glass product. As of December 

31, 2019, the Museum had held a total of 

3,952 collection pieces. Below is a list  

of collections: 

TOTAL NUMBER OF OWN COLLECTIONS: 3751 PIECES

TYPE NAME MATERIAL SUBTYPE `PIECE

Type 1 Ancient Relics Glass

Chinese Ancient Glass 71

Western Ancient Glass 33

Type 2

Modern and 

Contemporary 

Art

Glass

Works

(Including Glass Art/Design/Industrial Artware)
1683

Installation(Multimedia) 63

Others

Paintings 31

Videos and Images 36

Multimedias 2

Type 3 Archive Paper

Books 7

Documents and Archive 23

Type 4
Auxiliary 

Exhibit

Multi- 

media 

Models 9

Tools 74

Real Objects 1621

Specimens 31

Videos 62

Interactive Medias 5

PIECE

Total Number of Loaned Exhibit 201

Ancient Glass 199

Contemporary Art 1

Hi-tech Glass Product 1
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PIECE

Total Number of Loaned Exhibit 201

Ancient Glass 199

Contemporary Art 1

Hi-tech Glass Product 1

Meanwhile, for the purpose of 

guaranteeing safety of collections to  

the utmost, the Shanghai Museum of 

Glass has covered artwork insurance 

in China Ping An Insurance Co., Ltd for 

all internal collections and exhibits in 

temporary exhibitions.

Coupled with ongoing museum  

business, the number of its own 

collections is steadily on the upswing. 

Based on its own characteristics, the 

Shanghai Museum of Glass has always 

adhered to the theme of glass, to collect 

glass artworks and contemporary 

artworks in an orderly manner each year, 

which fertilizes the array of contemporary 

museum collections. Some examples of 

new collections in 2019 are as follows: 

1 / Artist: Kazushi NAKADA

Kobe student schoolbag

Material: glass, steel

Size: 25*32*18cm

Year: 2016

Collection way: Donation

Dalia's plate

Material: photography works 

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2016

Collection way: Donation

Kobe student schoolbag

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2016

Collection way: Donation

My Castle

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2017

Collection way: Donation

Her Family Diary

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2017

Collection way: Donation

Rocket Launcher

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2017

Collection way: Donation

Dialogue in the Desert

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2017

Collection way: Donation

Talk about Equality with Daughter

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2017

Collection way: Donation

Secret

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2017

Collection way: Donation

My Life, My Island

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2017

Collection way: Donation
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Wild Dog Sissoka Borjas

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2017

Collection way: Donation

German Dumpling Rhapsody

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2017

Collection way: Donation

Vineyard

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2018

Collection way: Donation

His Haiku

Material: photography works

Size: 90*60cm, 40*60cm

Year: 2018

Collection way: Donation

"My archaeology" is an experimental 

project which artist, Kazushi Nakada 

produced art objects with participants 

and attempt to preserve the objects 

and their memory eternally. The artist 

observes what occurs as sequential  

event. The art objects will be made  

with collaboration with the participants. 

Idea of each objects are associated to 

their experience, thoughts or memories.  

On the surface of the object, the name 

of the participant, the project, year 

and my message "what is art in your 

time?" are engraved. The participants 

are documented with the objects by 

photography and video. At the end of 

the collaboration, one of the objects will 

be buried or hidden in nature. And the 

participants and the artist are only the 

one who knows the location of them.  

The art project becomes their memory. 

2 / Artist: Richard Whiteley

Blue Void

Material: glass

Size: 782*590*180mm

Year: 2019

Collection way: Donation

Richard Whiteley's works are based 

on his understanding and mastery of 

the characteristics of glass and light 

transmission. The transparency and 

semitransparency of glass can produce 

a dual perception, creating tension 

or inversion between real space and 

conceptual space, inside and outside,  

and positive and negative. These works 

have an organic body structure so as to 

make us realize that we have a desire to 

peep into the inside of our own body or 

other systems. These works were created 

from the inside out. First, the internal 

virtual space was generated through 

abstract and asymmetrical forms, and 

added with external structure, the virtual 

space was sealed like a capsule.

3 / Artist: LIU jianhua

Breathing Scenery

Material: Glass

Size: Variable

Year: 2018

Collection way: Works from "Annealing 

Project" Exhibition Mirror Effect in 2018

Black Body

Material: Glass, Cement

Size: Variable

Year: 2018

Collection way: Works from "Annealing 

Project" Exhibition Mirror Effect in 2018

Stele

Material: Glass, Carbon Fiber

Size: 350*75*60cm/110*75*56cm

Year: 2018
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Collection way: Works from "Annealing 

Project" Exhibition Mirror Effect in 2018

This unfamiliar scene is both fantasy 

and reality. We have been living in an 

"empty" world where we seem to own 

everything but at the same time risk 

losing them all overnight. Everybody 

strives for the far shore that is out of 

sight and perseverance is what keeps us 

going. In reality we are paying a high price 

for lacking the attitudes and sense of 

direction that we used to have. In reality 

we are paying a high price for lacking the 

attitudes and sense of direction that we 

used to have.

Choosing the right distance is always 

the secret to maintain a clear judgement 

on every matter. However, the value of 

distance has never been recognized in  

the persistent "unclean air".

How should we continue our life.

4 / Artist: JIN Haofan

Snail

Material: Canvas Oil Painting

Size: 180*120cm

Year: 2018

Collection way: Purchase

JIN Haofan was born in Guangdong 

Province in 1987. He graduated from Oil 

Painting Department from Sichuan Fine 

Art Institute in 2010. In 2015, he joined 

hands with JI Hao and FANG Di to set up 

the Jiu Society. The Jiu Society, based in 

Shenzhen, China's special economic zone, 

has a unique geographical condition for 

observing urban life. The creative group  

of Jiu Society focuses on the nihility 

behind madness. As an experimental 

result of the reform and opening up of 

China, Shenzhen has developed rapidly 

for over 40 years. The Jiu Society 

magnified the city’s eagerness—or the 

epitome of China's modernization—to a 

disturbing level.

5 / Artist: Antoni Muntadas

Himnes

Video Works, Color, Sound

Duration: 10 minutes

Year: 2016

Collection way: Purchase

Dérive Veneziane

Video Works, Color, Sound

Duration: 38 minutes

Year: 2015

Collection way: Purchase

Antoni Muntadas is an early pioneer  

of video and installation art in the  

mid–1970s, and now continues to  

create works through photography, 

video, installation, recording, urban 

intervention and other media. His works 

focus on exploring social politics and 

information dissemination issues such 

as "the relationship between public and 

private space under the social framework" 

and "information investigation channels 

and ways of applying them to disseminate 

ideas". His works are considered as one 

of the important driving factors for 

video culture to gain affirmation and 

independence status in the contemporary 

art context.

Selected screenshot from “Dérive Veneziane”

Credit: Antoni Muntadas
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6 / Artist: SUN Xun

The Collection of Sketches of Frontier 

—Solo Exhibition for the 'Annealing 

Project' at Shanghai Museum of Glass

Material: Paper

Size: 308*430mm

Year: 2018–2019

Collection Way: Donation

The Collection of Sketches of  

Frontier—Solo Exhibition for the 

"Annealing Project" of Shanghai Museum 

of Glass includes SUN Xun’s manuscripts, 

exhibition concepts and sketch map of 

exhibit arrangement for the "Annealing  

Project" over the two years, which  

reflects the process and diachronism  

of the "Annealing Project" indirectly.

5. Cultural Events and  

Museum Education Programs

In 2019, the Shanghai Museum of Glass 

continuously retained its vitality in cultural 

events and public education. Through  

the planning of various events, it shed 

lights on the exhibition connotation and 

demonstrated its essential attributes as 

the cultural living room more distinctively, 

attracting visitors back to the museum 

repeatedly. Unrestricted by traditional 

forms of activities, the Shanghai  

Museum of Glass proactively  

introduced cross-border activities 

of music, performances, temporary 

exhibitions and Murder Mystery to draw 

near the distance with visitors in the arena 

Special performance of the Radiance Theater

Golden night event on National Holidays

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass
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of special cultural events, and went a step 

further in innovation and deepening of 

public education based upon previous 

event experience, while clarifying the 

event design clues, and enhancing 

academic significance of activities.  

During the year, upon the principle  

of communization, 9 special cultural  

events, 35 public education activities  

and 2 specially guided holiday tours were 

organized, achieving the full potential of 

museum functions.

I. Special Cultural Events

1) "Lost Masterpiece" Art Talk Show

In February 2019, the Shanghai Museum 

of Glass, highly sought-after among 

Cosplayers, once again embraced  

three professional Cosplayers who  

chose to reproduce the classic scene  

of Japanese Cartoon Cat’s Eye here.  

The Cat’s Eye has captured countless  

loyal visitors thanks to its unique story 

setting and high-grade realistic style. 

Three beautiful leading ladies were 

transformed into art thieves, traversing 

through art galleries and museums, the 

fascinating action scenes utterly satisfied 

audiences to their heart’s content, and 

more importantly, the knowledge of  

artworks throughout the story has  

planted an artistic seed in numerous 

people’s heart. 

Saying that Cat’s Eye is the artwork  

thief in comics, so what about art thieves 

in the real world? As a matter of fact, 

since human beings set up museum, the 

cases of artwork theft have followed suit, 

and even art enthusiasts exclaim that if 

the stolen artworks are collected from 

around the world to build up a museum, 

then this museum will overshadow any 

great museum worldwide. According to 

incomplete statistics, the global annual 

loss caused by artwork theft is up to USD 

4–6 billion. On March 3rd, the Shanghai 

Museum of Glass invited Mr. Royle,  

a well-known curator, art communicator 

and founder of art talk show in the art 

field, to deliver a keynote lecture: Lost 

Masterpiece in the Museum, and unveil 

mysteries of disappeared rare treasures; 

the visitors not only had a feast for the 

eyes, but also understood the ins and 

outs of stolen museum masterpieces 

from more professional and academic 

viewpoints. 

2) “Flowing”—New Folk Rhyme 

Cross-Border Art Exhibition

Music is a flowing art, and it takes time  

to appreciate its beauty, but glass is able 

to concretize such precious dynamics  

and inspirations during creation. On 

March 24, 2019, the Shanghai Museum of 

Glass and Tencent Music Entertainment 

Group jointly staged a cross-border art 

exhibition of Flowing. Through the public 

welfare project of "New Folk Rhyme 

Project", Tencent Music spent one year 

organizing, soliciting and selecting 

excellent Chinese original folk music 

to produce the project’s first digital 

album 'New Folk Rhyme—Find Rhyme 

· Landscape', whereas the Art Director 

and Studio of Shanghai Museum of 

Glass created glass artworks as per the 

musician’s ethnic cultural characteristics 

and single creation background;  

hopefully, the fusion of folk music  

and glass art has brought cross-border 

auditory and visual art experience to 

the audiences. New Folk Rhyme’s first 

digital album was released online on the 

exhibition opening day. Accompanied 

with original folk music in mingled styles, 

audiences may admire the glass artworks 

based on folk music works, as well as the 
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music stories behind these musicians. 

Through interviews with musicians and 

in-depth cultural explorations, curator 

Cathye Yang delivered multi-dimensional 

experiences and reflections to viewers, 

and expected the exhibition to add 

vivid cross-border experience and 

more possibilities to the spread and 

development of national culture.

3) "Music & Flowers, Music & Heart" 

—Museum Pop-up Exhibition at the 

Strawberry Music Festival 

During the Strawberry Music Festival 

from April 26–28, 2019, the Shanghai 

Museum of Glass contributed its precious 

collections for the first time. As stress 

was laid on the eternal theme of "love", 

the Shanghai Museum of Glass made its 

debut with "Nuclear Pomegranate vase", 

an important work of French designer 

Jamie Hayon and one of his "Crystal 

Candy" series designed for the French 

royal crystal brand Baccarat; inspired by 

candy boxes in the candy store, the artist 

ingeniously leveraged the transparent and 

non-transparent feature of colorful crystal 

glass and gold-inlaid ceramics, coupled 

with Baroque-style modeling, and hence 

the works seemingly luxurious rendered 

an unexpected visual experience. 

The pomegranate, a fruit symbolizing 

prosperity and desire, was manifested 

through the circular cut of crystal in the 

works. The top of works is made of gentle 

white ceramics with metallic luster on the 

interior wall; however, the bottom bears 

ruby   crystal glass with round and grain 

chain cuts. The artist came along with 

the crystal candy jar by blending crystal 

and ceramics, so that everyone can relish 

the sweet taste of candies packaged 

into artworks. By the same token, the 

Shanghai Museum of Glass presented 

eye-catching lampwork glaze rose series 

Museum night event

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass

Kid playing on the new outdoor plaza

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass
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and special exhibition news of BRKN. 

This special exhibition event was staged 

to create a sparkling visual experience 

for young audiences participating in the 

Strawberry Music Festival. There is no 

boundary between music and art, and 

each of us has the right to enjoy and fall in 

love with it, as the crystal-clear collections 

bloom with love in the summer sky full  

of music.

4) Across The City: SSO Polaris String 

Quartet Striked Up in the Shanghai 

Museum of Glass 

In the night of June 29, Shanghai 

Symphony Orchestra: Across The City 

performance, part of the orchestra’s  

140th anniversary celebration projects, 

held on the new built Outdoor Stage, Art 

Plaza in the Shanghai Museum of Glass 

Park as scheduled, and a concert entitled 

"Movie Music & Glassy Space" was hosted 

with the Polaris String Quartet. During the  

40–minute concert, the orchestra 

performed 10 famous pieces including 

City in the Sky, Schindler’s List and in  

the Mood for Love. As an advocator  

of "museum’s new aesthetics lifestyle", 

the Shanghai Museum of Glass, like the 

music performed by Shanghai Symphony 

Orchestra, is committed to nourishing 

people spiritually. Shanghai Symphony 

Orchestra also accepted this special 

invitation from the Museum, given that 

glass art is also a solid movement, for 

people to hear the true meaning of life 

from the notes, and reflect on the whole 

life scenario in glass. The 140-year-old 

Shanghai Symphony Orchestra joined 

forces with the young Shanghai Museum 

of Glass, to inject vitality into the city, 

return art to the public, and make  

life better.

5) Special event of Mid-Autumn Festival

"Don’t tell me the moon is shining; show 

me the glint of light on broken glass."

During the Mid-Autumn Festival holiday 

on September 14, the Shanghai Museum 

of Glass specially devoted a belated 

Lecture of Glass and Golden Relics of 

Tang Dynasty, as well as a concert of 

Chinese zither and bamboo flute specially 

for the festival; hopefully, everyone 

could travel through time and space in 

the modern museum imbued with great 

designs, put down daytime hustle and 

work, and calm down to appreciate the 

clear, transparent and exquisite beauty.

This year’s hit TV show Twelve Hours  

in Chang’an tells a story that on the eve 

of Shangyuan Festival Tang Dynasty, 

Chang’an City was bogged down in 

danger, and ZHANG Xiaojing, a prisoner 

sentenced to death, received orders to 

join hands with the famous literati LI Bi to 

save Chang’an City within 12 hours. From 

the street tower to the hourglass, they are 

all designed as per ancient books, striking 

us with a high degree of restoration.

Twelve Hours in Chang’an unfolds a 

colorful Chang’an in Tang Dynasty to 

audiences, including a variety of life 

appliances, plus glass utensils. The real life 

utensils of Tang Dynasty and their cultural 

connotations are even more diversified 

and exciting than those TV shows. The 

Shanghai Museum of Glass took this 

opportunity to invite Lecturer ZHAO Lin 

from Fudan University to give a lecture on 

the use of Tang Dynasty utensils. Lecturer 

ZHAO Lin cited the examples of cultural 

relics unearthed from the cellars of Hejia 

Village Xi’an and the Ground Palace of 

Famen Temple, to reveal the beauty and 

wisdom contained in the life tools of Tang 

Dynasty utensils. 
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Chinese zither and bamboo flute have 

been a perfect match since ancient times. 

After listening to the wonderful lecture, 

please enjoy another tune of Chinese 

zither and bamboo flute in the gorgeous 

Rainbow Chapel. Four players of WANG 

Jun, WANG Fubin, YAO Heliang and ZENG 

Lei from Shanghai performed a series of 

classics, viz. Autumn Night Moon Step, 

Wild Geese Landing On the Sand and Fine 

Night Prologue. The sound of flute was 

far-reaching, like sound of empty valley, 

coming from the misty sky; the sound of 

Zither is agile and graceful, like bamboo 

in the mountains and bird in the valley, 

symbolizing the agile creatures on earth. 

6) Special Event of Golden Night  

on National Day Holidays

During the Golden National Day Holidays 

in 2019, the Shanghai Museum of Glass 

held a special performance event "Golden 

Night" on the Art Plaza on October 1, 4 

& 6. The event aimed to connect visitors 

with the outdoor space of museum, 

allowing visitors to spend a fascinating 

musical night. The whole performance 

was composed of fluorescent dance  

and jazz. Fluorescent dancers first created 

pool of light by waving light swords, and 

under the fading sky, gorgeous flashes 

and exaggerated movements aroused 

curiosity of audiences. Afterwards, the 

Dream Dragon Band from Belarus staged 

improvised performances, viz. Havana,  

We Don’t Talk Anymore and Attention.  

In order that audiences would feast on  

the performance, the Murano Restaurant 

in the museum park opened a coffee shop 

on the plaza to offer a wide range  

of drinks and beverages. 

This is by no means the first time that 

the Shanghai Museum of Glass combines 

cultural experience activities with the 

park art space. "Golden Night" was a 

new attempt of the Museum’s vision to 

promote the transformation of visitors 

from the traditional learning in museum 

to the outside of museum, and make the 

museum a lifestyle.

7) “Past, Present and Future of Glass” 

Magical Night of Shanghai Museum  

of Glass 

On November 23, 2019, organized by 

Shanghai Municipal Baoshan District 

Administration of Culture and Tourism, 

Shanghai Museum of Glass and Yanhua 

Studio, Glassy Museum Night was hosted 

successfully. On our latest built Outdoor 

Stage, the invited guests and citizens 

witnessed the infinite possibilities when 

glass encountered art. The special 

program throughout the night integrated 

with glass knowledge and special art 

performance, vividly described the origin 

of glass, artistic development of glass, 

relationship between glass and humans, 

as well as possibilities of future glass 

utilization. The meticulously planned 

performance, aligned with the past, 

present and future of glass, is another 

new trial and exploration for the serial 

Magical Night of SHMOG. 

8) Glassy Christmas— 

Temperature of Ice and Fire

As advocator and practitioner of "Museum 

Lifestyle", the Shanghai Museum of Glass 

naturally took advantage of the Christmas 

season to launch beneficial activities. 

In the arrival of Christmas 2019, Shanghai 

Museum of Glass has prepared a unique 

gift—a grand glass Christmas tree 

which made of 2,504 pieces of glass 

wind chimes. It is named as The Tune 

of Rainbow, designed by the Let’s Talk 

Glass team and crafted by all staff of 
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the Museum. "Rainbow" describes the 

pearl-like iridescent layer applied on 

glass; and "tune" stands for the harmonic 

movement which composed by 2,504 

pieces of glass wind chimes.

Meanwhile, an intriguing mini-game  

was available for visitors around the 

main venue, maze, Kids Museum of Glass 

and outdoor art plaza. At the center of 

gigantic glass world, a glass tree was 

erected in the snow-white winter; rushing 

to the festival, it hastily lost some of 

its memories—the sections concerning 

Christmas, whilst this search journey  

was awaiting exploration by visitors.  

On December 7, we had the privilege 

to invite the Children/Adults Choir of 

Dulwich International School gathering 

under our glittering glass Christmas tree 

and presenting a traditional musical 

feast to visitors. Apart from taking in the 

visual and auditory feast, you couldn’t 

treat your mouth badly. During the 

Christmas season, the newly renovated 

Murano Restaurant also offered special 

Christmas turkey leg dinner to visitors. 

Colored DIY chimes in this special season 

and Christmas gifts from the shop were 

also perfect companions for the visitors 

throughout the heart-warming and 

splendid Christmas season.

9) "Vanished Artist— 

Museum Murder Mystery

Murder Mystery is a role-playing game. 

Tracing back to the source, it stemmed 

from a foreign party activity—Murder 

Mystery. And the Murder Mystery is a 

branch of the entire LARP which stands 

for Live Action Role Playing. Simply 

speaking, it means the oral part of paper 

role play game is performed in real life, 

with a fusion of game and drama. In the 

game, you must fully immerse in your 

Special Christmas wind chimes

Kids choir of Dulwich International School 

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass
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character, and then search for clues 

and truth through performance and 

communication among the players,  

to ultimately infer and gain the truth  

of this game. 

This year, the Shanghai Museum of Glass 

had a whack at innovatively designing 

a special Murder Mystery of "Vanished 

Artist" exclusively for the museum. This 

Murder Mystery was attended by the 

illumination of Solo Exhibition Double 

Mirror by Kelvin Kyung Kun PARK,  

a part of the "Annealing Project" in 

2019, in connection with the museum’s 

"Annealing Project" exhibition, maze and 

BRKN exhibition, to help participants 

recognize personal identity and 

importance of social relationships,  

by means of mystery design and NPC 

interaction, and re-address the important 

topic of "how to look at yourself". 

II. Museum Education Program

In 2019, the Shanghai Museum of Glass 

implemented detailed design for the 

target groups in terms of public education 

program, striving to sort out clearer clues 

and systems throughout the year.

Kids Program

"What’s this?" is a top concern for  

the Museum when planning serial of kids 

education programs. "Knowledge comes 

from curiosity", and kids are naturally 

curious about the world. They get to 

know the world in their eyes by asking 

questions, as they often ask, "What is 

this?" Even though this simple questioning 

is a small step for them to explore the 

work, the museum has the obligations  

to protect their curiosity and encourage 

their imagination and creativity.

In 2019, the Shanghai Museum of Glass 

upgraded the course series of "BOBO 

& LILI Lab". The lab is not only a spatial 

orientation, but also a domain that 

stimulates innovation. Since the end 

of 2014, the Museum has created the 

"BOBO & LILI Lab" activities, proceeding 

from chemical instruments, based on 

characteristic properties of the original 

"Glass Instrument No.1 Factory". In 2019, 

the lab expanded its sphere from a single 

chemistry category to physics, biology, 

nature and art. The lab is divided into 

three themes for now, including Chemistry 

Lab, Physics Lab and Art Lab.

1) Chemistry Lab: The Shanghai 

Museum of Glass continued to cooperate 

with Chemistry Department of Fudan 

University in 2019. Kids were required 

to conduct the experiments as per 

the instructions of the volunteer and 

experienced the use of glass instruments 

and acquired fundamental chemical 

knowledge all around us. In 2019, the 

Shanghai Museum of Glass launched 

five activitie, viz. No.45 Chemistry Story, 

No.46 Indicator Alliance, No.47 Toy Park, 

No.48 Colorful World, No.49 Symphony  

of Ice and Fire.

2) Physics Lab: The Shanghai Museum 

of Glass firstly partnered with the 

Department of Physics of Fudan 

University, to focus on the optical physics 

phenomenon of "glass" per se, and invite 

kids for hands-on operations, under 

explanation and guidance of volunteers. 

In 2019, the two organizations made an 

initial attempt in cooperation, and held 

activities for twice, viz. No.1 Dance of 

Light & Shadow Iand No.2 Magic  

"Power" Story. 
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3) Art Lab: Drawing experience from 

previous "BOBO & LILI School" course, 

the Museum assisted kids to acquire 

relevant knowledge of glass history, 

technology and art through re-narration 

and re-creation of its exhibition content, 

while preliminarily establishing artistic 

creativity and design mentality, and 

helping them open up the breadth and 

depth of thinking. In 2019, six course 

activities were held by the Art Lab, 

including Super Changes, Glass Creations, 

Everything Can Be Mosaic, Big Bang of 

Colors, Mummy Treasure Bag and 

Carnival of Fun. 

Adult education

Artist SUN Xun once said, "Generally 

people only have a door overlooking  

the world and only one scenery is visible 

from this door, but if you have many 

good friends and they share their way of 

seeing the world with you, then you will 

see other landscapes through the door of 

others. I think it’s superb for people to see 

diverse landscapes together." In 2019, in 

the education programs aimed at adults, 

the aShanghai Museum of Glass always 

highlighted its capability of providing 

"another way of looking at the world", 

and therefore adult education programs 

were dominated by encouraging 

self-expression, dialogue and collision  

of diverse opinions.

1) Serial Education Program of My 

Archaeology—Kazushi NAKADA Solo 

Exhibition: The activities were designed 

by selecting core keywords of exhibition, 

"archeology", "emotion" and "story".

Workshop "Whose Archeology?" 

"My Archeology" art project put emphasis 

on the relationship of individual artists 

Bobo LIli Art Lab

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass

The view of event "Whose Archaeology" workshop

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass
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and participants with “archaeology”. 

Through communication, artist Kazushi 

NAKADA completed “bury” behavior with 

the participants together, leaving behind 

video recordings and more important 

memory of scenes. Artist Kazushi 

NAKADA made a different interpretation 

on “archaeology” and proposed  

“My Archeology”; well, what does 

archeology look like in your, his and 

her eyes? On January 19, the Shanghai 

Museum of Glass specially planned the 

first public education event of 2019: 

“Whose Archeology” Workshop Event, 

to talk about the topic of “Whose 

Archeology”. Originated from the  

artistic interpretation of archeology  

in “My Archeology” exhibition, 

exhibition curator Cathye YANG, public 

archaeological research expert RONG 

Jingkan and public archeological 

practitioner YU Siming had face-to-face 

conversations and elaborations in the 

manner of workshop, to show what 

archeology looks like in the eyes of 

different people, and tell the public  

how to properly understand and  

perceive archeology.

Workshop "Unfinished Ceremony"

Among many ways of bidding farewell, 

artist Kazushi NAKADA chose to "bury". 

In the exhibition My Archeology, Kazushi 

NAKADA expounded on the close 

relationship between participants and  

the past, through their own memories, 

glass works and images. Images can  

help us remember and commemorate. 

Life resembles light and shadow, flickering 

through the silhouette of things, and slow 

fingers even fail to capture it or record 

tremendous details. Nevertheless, images 

are able to record such complex and 

transient reactions: a flutter of eyelashes, 

a fleeting wry smile and a hand twitch. 

Special DIY workshop for the adults

Special tour in the glass workshop

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass
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In the farewell ceremony recorded by 

images, participants may cherish the 

special meaning of the past when bidding 

farewell, and there are also sad memories 

they want to let them go.

In response to such a farewell ceremony, 

on March 23, the Shanghai Museum of 

Glass specially designed a workshop 

—"Unfinished Ceremony" as per the 

central theme of photography and 

psychology. In this workshop, we invited 

photographer LI Weina to share a series 

of her behavioral experiments. Weina 

leveraged the body as a medium to 

explore the ability of self-perception 

and pain acceptance, and recorded the 

entire process in the form of videos and 

pictures. We also invited psychologist 

WANG Weini to exchange ideas and 

discuss about memory, forgetting,  

evasion and facing.

Workshop "Please See Me"

During the exhibition My Archeology of 

Kazushi NAKADA, we invited Shanghai 

visitors to leave their precious memories 

and stories, and received more than 500 

visitor messages, of which a story about 

campus bullying caught our attention. 

In the end, Mr. NAKADA chose this story 

to specially produce the new Shanghai 

project School Chair, and bury this slightly 

sad and disturbing memory with the story 

provider. Based on this, when talking 

about "bullying", please examine yourself 

first: When in my life do I look like a 

"bully"? When am I a "victim"? When are 

we the "bystanders" seeing and hearing 

everything? For the victims who have 

experienced campus bullying, painful 

experience has turned them vulnerable, 

sensitive and unconfident in their lives, to 

become "little transparencies" in society. 

The "little transparencies" yearn to be 

seen and healed. On July 19,  

we invited Professor LAI Nianhua  

from the Department of Psychology and 

Counseling Taipei University of Education 

Taiwan to conduct situational art healing 

interactions with visitors in the form of 

psychodrama workshop, analyze our 

personal experience and psychology, 

sooth and heal the pains of bad memories 

at a deeper and professional level. 

2) Serial Education Program of 

Illuminated Space—Richard Whiteley 

Solo Exhibition: This education 

program series was designed from two 

aspects. First of all, in consideration of 

Richard Whiteley’s glass art education 

achievements and research experience, 

relevant lectures were delivered at 

specialized colleges and cultural 

institutions. Secondly, starting from 

close relationship between exhibition 

works and "medicine science", "body" 

and "introspection", multidisciplinary 

discussions and special exhibition tour 

series were rolled out. 

Serial Lectures

From April 21 to 26, Richard Whiteley 

delivered six lectures respectively in the 

Shanghai Museum, Shanghai Institute 

of Visual Arts, NEUNI Material Library, 

China Academy of Art and Academy of 

Arts & Design Tsinghua University for 

visitors, teachers and students, involving 

Ancient Western Glass, Rethinking Roman 

Cameo Glass and Australian Glass Studio 

Movement Development, etc. 

"Outsider" Special Exhibition Tour

Artists express their ideas and thoughts 

by glass, but when we see these works, 

what’s in our minds? There are actually 

many creative workers like artists beside 

us. For glass art, they may be outsiders; 
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what are mind-boggling ideas of these 

outsiders? In 2019, the Shanghai Museum 

of Glass officially kicked off the "Outsider: 

Special Exhibition Tour Series", inviting 

creative workers from different fields to 

re-interpret art exhibitions from different 

perspectives, and showing another 

approach of looking at the world.

No.1 "Outsider: Special Exhibition Tour"—

Medical Anthropology: The morphological 

inspirations in most of Whiteley’s recent 

works were derived from the human trunk 

of MRI scanning and X-ray projection, 

and Whiteley made full use of our desire 

to see through the interior, understand 

individuals or other body structure and 

working principle. Artists draw inspiration 

from disease and body structure, both 

of which have different focal points in 

medical anthropology. Thus from the 

perspective of medical anthropology, 

how to interpret artist’s creation and 

art works? On August 24, we invited Mr. 

YUANG Changgeng from South University 

of Science and Technology of China to 

elaborate on the exhibition Illuminated 

Space from a medical anthropology 

point of view. After Yuan’s sharing and 

interperation, the Museum straightened 

out the content of exhibition again from 

an artist perspective, and hopefully 

visitors could reinforce understanding of 

the static works.

No.2 "Outsider: Special Exhibition Tour" 

—Design: Whiteley often watches X-rays 

and physical examination reports due to 

the increasingly declined health status 

and disease of his parents, so as to trigger 

inspirations of new works: using organs 

and body to explore the interior space  

of human body, as well as our relationship 

with real space, whereas the exhibition 

"Illuminated Space" is just an integration 

and representation of these works. On 

October 6, we invited Ms. CHEN Yiyun,  

a lecturer at the Tongji University College 

of Design and Innovation, to concentrate 

on the theme "Beauty of Disease, Use 

of Disease", and as a special guest of 

workshop, CHEN Yiyun also introduced 

her concern and experience on the 

issue of "disease" during the working 

process. Let’s think together: Is disease 

ugly? Pretty? Is disease guilty? Positive? 

Valuable? How can we suffer disease in  

a better way? At the end of workshop, 

the museum guided people to two special 

works between "designer and disease"  

in its collections, aiming at reshaping  

their attitude of disease recognition. 

No.3 "Outsider: Special Exhibition Tour" 

—Dance: Whiteley accompanied his 

parents through the final course of 

life, during the long treatment, the 

artist felt awe and fear for disease 

and body, and thus gave rise to the 

latest series, but it is also difficult to 

bid farewell. Literature and art record 

our pain, lingering and contemplation 

in the face of life vicissitudes, and 

also record our strong struggle and 

healing. The artistic expression therapy 

established by contemporary dancer 

Anna Halprin advocates interpreting 

the heart and understanding others by 

Special DIY workshop for the adults

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass
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own dance, painting and poetry works. 

On October 13, we invited Ms. LU Lu, 

Master of Body Theater Royal Holloway 

University of London, artist and art 

expression therapist, along with art 

teacher Marguerite Etemad to recognize 

Whiteley’s works from the perspective 

of art expression therapy, expressing by 

physical body, and healing with dance. 

3) Adult DIY Workshop: Relying on  

the museum’s unique DIY project, young 

artists were invited to serve as workshop 

instructors, leading visitors to the creative 

art experience and workshop activities.

Glass and Glamour

In this workshop, "glass costume"  

was the target of aesthetic appreciation. 

Glass products are very common, 

but few people choose glass to make 

jewelry. When it comes to jewelry, people 

mostly think of gold, silver and jewelry. 

But as early as the Tang Dynasty, glass 

accessories were all the rage.

At first, ancient glass was comparable 

to beautiful jade, which ordinary people 

could not afford it. In the prosperous 

Song Dynasty, "women on the lanes wore 

glass as jewelry", and glass hairpins were 

so popular that they were affordable to 

the citizens. Apart from the ornaments, 

in glass art, many artists even directly 

apply glass in completing their "costume 

masterpieces". For example, in the works 

of artist Karen Lamonte, naturally delicate 

and smooth pleated texture shows the 

free-flowing expressiveness and appeal of 

glass materials. In the imagination of glass 

and costumes, the glass art fashion show 

directed by Canadian glass artist Laura 

Donefer leverages "glass" as the main 

element of apparel design; the stunning 

apparel and energy beyond the stage in 

each show have left indelible memories.

On April 20, we provided opportunities 

for the beauty pursuers to create glamour 

costumes with glass. In this workshop,  

we invited young glass artist DU Meng  

to share relevant costume history and  

art work of glass, and visitors experienced 

the design and production of glass 

bracelets. We also encouraged visitors  

to wear Han nationality costume, kimono, 

hanbok or other gorgeous costumes 

to attend the event and design glass 

bracelets according to the garments they 

wore, hopefully allowing everyone to fully 

experience the beauty of glass art.

Mosaic Worshop: Vintage Time!

Tracing back to the mosaic originated in 

the Mesopotamia plain about 4,000 years 

ago, at that time, our ancestors began to 

inlaid pebbles, glass pieces and ceramic 

pieces of various colors into gypsum or 

stucco, forming beautiful patterns. To 

help the public understand consumerism 

and art popularity, artists often enlarge 

and repeatedly arrange the daily objects 

to create conspicuous visual effects. So 

how does pop art affect the art of pixel 

painting? What if famous paintings are 

dissected through pixel painting?

On August 31, the last day of memorable 

summer vacation in the hearts of many 

80s and 90s, the Shanghai Museum of 

Glass specially invited young artist ZHOU 

Zizheng to lead visitors on a journey of 

"retro nostalgia", explore the "pixelation 

of glass mosaics", and learn about the 

past and present of pixelation and pop 

art. Along with retro nostalgia music and 

childhood snacks, we invited visitors to 

dress in vintage elements of the 80s and 

90s, and create a night lamp of their own.
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4) Interpretation Workshop

From May to August 2019, Academic 

Research Department of the Museum 

started research work of "museum 

interpretation". Under a multitude of 

exhibition halls and experience items in 

the park, visitors expect to quickly and 

effectively know the museum display, 

and a clear and concise visiting guideline 

prominently. The museum hopes to take 

into account viewpoints of visitors, offer 

value-added services to their visit route 

and experience, and extend the time of 

main venue visit and learning, so as to 

better play its educational functions. 

Currently, the museum has compiled 

"General Route" and "Special Route". 

"General Route" captures 12 essential 

segments from the history, with "glass 

and innovative power" as the main clue, 

to tell the intimate story and profound 

relationship between "innovation pursuer" 

of glass and this material. "Special 

Route" selects five important historical 

segments, with "glass feast" as the theme 

and primarily first-person oral account of 

stories, to impart core knowledge points, 

supplemented by some literary content, 

which has facilitated professional visitors 

to learn more interesting glass stories. 

In order to build healthy dialogue 

relations, and test the feasibility and 

acceptance of existing interpretive texts, 

the museum was transformed into a space 

encouraging free discussion. In 2019, 

we designed a series of interpretation 

workshop activities, comprising version 

1.0 and version 2.0.

In version 1.0, we set different roles—

adventurers, learners and curious people 

bearing different motives for visiting, 

invited registered visitors to explore  

the museum site on their own and conjure 

up their own visit clues and a theme for 

the clues. After the event, all visitors 

had adequate and free communication 

with the museum staff, to acquire the 

similarities and differences between  

the museum’s planned visit routes  

and self-created routes.

Nevertheless, in version 2.0, we hope  

to explore the gap of works interpretation 

between museum and visitors, oriented 

toward the text content. We selected 

the works mentioned frequently by 

visitors in the workshop, plus the works 

recommended by museum, merged the 

official interpretation and some visitors’ 

interpretation into a paragraph of text, 

to showcase in front of participants. 

Participants received a survey list with 

a few words on the exhibit descriptions, 

followed the hints to find works in the 

museum, and concurrently pondered  

over the differences between 

self-explanation and the keywords 

proposed by the museum. 

During these four workshops, we found 

that participants had their unique insights 

on the combination of exhibits and clues 

in the museum, they designed almost 

completely different routes from the 

museum visiting routes, with surprising 

interpretations of the exhibits, also 

benefiting the museum researchers,  

and significantly enlightening the work 

and ideas pertaining to the future 

interpretive projects. 

5) Other activities

Lecture Talk about the Drinking Tea 

Manners in Song Dynasty

Against the backdrop of Song Dynasty’s 

elegant life scenario of "burning incense, 

ordering tea, hanging paintings and 

arranging flowers" in the hit TV series 

The Story of Minglan, on January 26, 
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we specially invited Lecturer Ms. ZHAO 

Lin from the Department of Relics and 

Museumology of Fudan University to 

analyze the images portrayed in the TV 

series, trace the roots of Song Dynasty  

tea drinking tradition in historical 

literatures, and popularize to visitors  

what the correct postures for drinking tea 

in the Song Dynasty are. Participants were 

also invited to visit the museum’s "Let’s 

Talk Glass" Studio, and learned about  

the contemporary tea culture under  

glass aesthetics. 

Drama Workshop Broken Light

In June 2018, the Museum launched the 

"BRKN" exhibition to tap into multiple 

meanings of "broken" in the world around 

us, and further explore the personal 

psychological, social phenomena and 

culture status after "broken". Glass is full 

of contradictions, both hard and fragile, 

hot and cold, so similar to "human being". 

On July 19, the Shanghai Museum of  

Glass planned psychological drama 

workshop activity of "Please See Me"  

for the "school bullying" event as per  

My Archaeology—Kazushi NAKADA’s  

Solo Exhibition. On August 2, the 

large-scale impromptu psychological 

drama Broken Light rested on the "fragile" 

glass, to feel the "brokenness" of people, 

repair and healing amidst trauma and 

pain, and explore the broken light of 

frustration, failure and pain in life,  

beyond the "bullying" theme.

Visitors were not only bystanders  

but also participants in this event. 

Psychological drama can help participants 

re-experience their thoughts, emotions, 

dreams and interpersonal relationships 

during the performance, and explore, 

release, perceive and share their inner 

self in a secure atmosphere, with the 

development of plot. In this psychological 

drama workshop, Dr. LAI Nianhua,  

a professional instructor of psychological 

drama, invited visitors to join in the whole 

drama performance, and experience how 

to shine out again in the broken life. 

Foreign Artist Lectures

As a paramount hub for glass art 

exchanges at home and abroad, the 

Shanghai Museum of Glass also embraced 

a number of international artists in 2019. 

During their visit, the Museum organized 

a series of campus lectures on the 

professional work of artists, involving 

them in Chinese glass students, to 

introduce creative experience, exchange 

creative ideas, and open up a door of 

new world exchanges for Chinese glass 

students. The lecture artists including 

designer group Patrik Illo (Slovakia)  

and Aleksandra Stencel (Poland), Simone 

Fezer (Germany) and Silvia Levensson 

(Argentina) headed for three universities 

of Shanghai Institute of Visual Arts, China 

Academy of Art and Shanghai Art and 

Design Academy respectively to deliver 

relevant professional lectures, and share 

their views. 

The No.3 "Outsider" Event—Dance

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass
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6. Publications

Following the artists’ solo exhibition  

in 2019, the Shanghai Museum of Glass 

worked out a plan for the exhibition 

album ranging over a number of topics: 

personal experiences of artists, artistic 

style, exhibition background, etc.

The content of catalogue for Illuminated 

Space—Solo Exhibition by Richard 

Whiteley: Connect The World with 

Glass Art (Author: ZHANG Lin, Founder, 

President & CEO of Shanghai Museum of 

Glass), Make a Speech (Author: Jeff Blach, 

Speech by Former U.S. Ambassador in 

Australia), Richard Whiteley: Illuminated 

Space (Author: Diane C. Wright, Curator 

of Glass, the Toledo Museum of Art 

(TMA), Being and Non-Being—Negative 

Space Of Richard Whiteley’s Glass 

Artwork (Author: ZHENG Wenqing, Artist, 

Associate professor, China Academy of 

Art), Dialogue between artists (Author: 

Richard Whiteley and Holly Williams, 

Curator, Sydney Independent Curator 

Agency), Artists Bio, exhibition catalogue 

and the brief introduction to artists.

7.  Organizational Structure and Staff

In 2019, the Shanghai Museum of Glass 

pushed forward with the tripartite 

independent responsibility system,  

viz. the museum board, the independent 

curator and the executive committee. 

The museum board decides on the 

Museum’s development positioning, 

strategic target, modifies the constitution 

and deliberates over the development 

plans, work plans and other key issues 

like fundraising; the executive committee 

is responsible for daily services, the 

discussion and definition of major 

operation-related events and coordination 

of various departments. By comparison, 

the independent curator is in charge of 

exhibition curating and planning.  

The following items came high on 

the agenda in Shanghai Museum of 

Glass in 2019: introduce professional 

talents, integrate human resources and 

functions of the Operation Development 

Department, optimize personnel 

allocation, optimize business, integrate 

operation and market, improve the 

operations and the service and a 

high-priority was given to the market 

expansion to raise the reputation and 

brand influence of the Museum. A new 

academic research department was 

added to conduct relevant academic 

research work around museums, 

exhibitions and artists, communicate  

with artists in the early stage of exhibition, 

determine the temporary exhibition 

schedule, and report to the Academic 

Committee. Concurrently, the Academic 

Research Department is responsible 

for public education program planning, 

arrangement and execution. In addition, 

the establishment of Museum Archive 

Center was also at the top of agenda  

for the Academic Research Department 

in 2019.

The Museum gave instructions on the 

setup and functional planning of various 

departments and improved the process. 

Therefore, the Museum evolved a stable 

personnel management system and 

various departments could produce a 

better synergy effect to hit the targets  

in 2019 and even in 2020.
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 (I) Museum Board Structure of Shanghai 

Museum of Glass

ZHANG Lin is the chairman of the 

Museum board and its members consist 

of XUE Jian, ZHANG Jie, Tilman Thurmer 

and WANG Qin.The museum board holds 

the council meetings on a regular basis, 

reports on the Museum’s work, conducts 

the audit of annual reports and financial 

reports, as well as discusses major 

decisions on the Museum development. 

The operating supervision of the Board 

falls within the sphere of the Board of 

Supervisors. Four members are on the 

Academic Committee, viz. ZHANG Lin, 

WANG Qin, YU Xu and Cathye YANG; 

the Committee is briefed on academic 

developments by the curator, gives 

instructions on exhibitions and  

approves the relevant applications.

 (II) Details of SHMOG staff and 

supporting service staff

Total Number of Employees 69

Composition of the Staff

Type Number of People

Service and Production Staff  
(basic operations)

29

Technicians 10

Financial staff 5

Management and 
Administrative Staff

25

Total 69

Educational Background

Type Number of People

Master and Above 4

Bachelor 27

Junior College 14

Senior High School and Below 24

Total 69

The exhibition view of  "UN-GLASS"

Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass
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(III) Details of SHMOG staff  

and supporting service staff

Department Name Position

Office of the President
 

ZHANG Lin President of the Museum Board and Director

XUE Jian Vice President of Strategy Planning

Tilman Thürmer Art Director

Project Coordination 
Department

YU Xu Director

Academic Research 
Department

Cathye YANG Academic Research Manager

Exhibition and  
Communication Department

SHEN Haibing Exhibition and Communication Manager

XU Jiezhe Exhibition Supervisor

SHEN Fangqing Exhibition Specialist

ZHAO Jie Management Trainee

WANG Chengxi Management Trainee

WU Xinyi Communication Assistant

MA Pengxin Management Trainee

Operation Development 
Department

CAI Yingjie Director of Operation Development

Peter PU Sales Manager

ZHOU Pan Event Supervisor

PEI Lanlan DIY Customer Service

ZHANG Yuan DIY Customer Service

LU Tingting  Venue and Ticketing Manager

HE Wen Senior Customer Service

CHEN Jiaxing Customer Service

ZHANG Rui Customer Service

DING Jiongyu Customer Service

LIU Zikang Customer Service

WANG Zhiyi Retail Supervisor (Apprentice)

CHEN Xueqin Retail Guide

Leo TANG Manager of Food and Beverage

SU Yequn Restaurant Customer Service

BAI Zetian Management Trainee

LU Wenqi Chief

GUAN Fengying Staff Personnel of Food and Beverage

Human Resources Department

ZHOU Jing Senior Manager of Human Resources

Kiran JI Manager of Human Resources

HANG Zhentian Chief

WANG Xianfang Staff Personnel of Food and Beverage
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Department Name Position

Financial Departmentz

ZHANG Jie Director

GONG Jiwen Finance Manager

HE Qing Accounting and Cashier

WANG Jini Cashier

GU Yongming Warehouse and Financial Clerk

Property Department

LIN Yiliang Director of Property

James WANG Director of Operations Support

HUANG Yonghong Electrician

WANG Guanghua Manager of Property and Security

LIU Weimin Maintenance Supervisor

YU Weijuan Cleaner

GU Jiajun High-voltage Electrical Supervisor

YANG Hui High-voltage Electrician

CHANG Lihua Cleaner

YU Xuehua Cleaner

LI Yirui Property Manager

Lan MENG Engineering Manager

YU Guoping Engineering Supervisor

CHEN Jiawei Assistant of Property Department

CAO Xiaowei Maintenance Personnel

QU Bo Deputy Manager of Weak Current

“Let’s Talk Glass” Brand 
Department

WANG Qin Art Director

TENG Yuanyuan Designer

SUN Zaijian Hot Glass and Lampworking Technician

HOU Tengfei Designer

CHEN Haixing Blowing Technician

LIANG Haozan Cold Working Technician

XIAO Siqing Designer

CHEN Caiyun Technician

CHEN Xiangliang Technician

Li Hairen Technician

MENG Yu Product Manager

ZHAO HE Designer

CHU Yinan Designer

WANG Yi Graphic Designer
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(IV) Interns and Volunteers

All the volunteers and interns made  

their own contribution to the daily  

work, maintenance and operations of  

the Shanghai Museum of Glass in 2019. 

We would  like to express our gratitude  

to this dedicators.

List of interns:

In addition, the Shanghai Museum of Glass 

received a number of volunteers from 

all aspects of the society as well as the 

following institutions: Shanghai University 

of Electric Power, Shanghai University, 

Shanghai University of Finance and 

Economics, Shanghai Normal University, 

Fudan University, Shanghai University 

of Medicine & Health Sciences, Tong He 

Middle School, High School Affiliated 

to Fudan University. There was 9536 

voluntary hours in all. Meanwhile, the 

School Name Department of Interns

Fudan University
MA Mengyuan Academic Research Department

XING Chi Academic Research Department

University of  
Nottingham Ningbo

MA Ji Academic Research Department

Shanghai Normal University PAN Yuting Operation Development Department

Shanghai Press and  
Publication Vocational 

Technical School

XU Dandan Operation Development Department

WU Jing Operation Development Department

Shanghai Normal University 
Tourism College

QIN Qiulian Operation Development Department

Shanghai Industry & Commerce 
Foreign Language College

DENG Yuting Operation Development Department

Aurora College HUANG Weiyi ‘Let’s talk glass’ Brand Department

Lingnan University

XU Yuting Human Resources Department

QIU Minxue Academic Research Department

HUANG Wanting Exhibition and Communication Department

ZHENG Yaotian Exhibition and Communication Department

LIANG Shujing Operation Development Department

following volunteers were rated  

as excellent volunteers: WANG Jiamin, 

WANG Huyue, LI Yulong, ZHENG Lan,  

LU Yuting.

For further information, refer to the 

following list of volunteers in random 

order: YUAN Kaiwen, CHEN Siyu, LIU 

Yuxin, LU Kunsheng, HAI Richu, DAI Yao,  

CHANG Jingyu, HUANG Yanxin, TU 

Erhong, PEI Jiyue, ZENG Jiaduo, JIANG 

Yuelin, WANG Hailong, SHENG Jiajie, 

8.
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Baoshan District Association  

of Science and Technology
50000

Shanghai Science and  

Technology Committee
540000

Shanghai Municipal Administration  

of Culture and Tourism
1121200

Other social contributions 1587343.73

ZHANG Jiawen, MA Honglan, DING Jie,  

LI Yue, QIU Tianyi, CHEN Luyan, SUN 

Bohan, HUANG Yinuo, LUO Yuan, CHEN 

Yuankun, LI Jinping, CHEN Nuo, MA 

Mengting, YANG Haobo, ZOU Jingke, 

QIU Tianyi, HU Jinxuan, WANG Jie, YANG 

Jiao, LU Yiwen, YANG Yuqi, YE Lu, ZHOU 

Siyu, ZHANG Wenxin,HUANG Sirui, YU 

Huan, JU Shang, RONG Luan, ZHONG 

Jihong, YU Yunlong, KANG Wenjiao, 

LI Yulong, WU Yunfei, LI Kunze, YANG 

Jiaping, LI Shijia, YAO Ganyue, QIU 

Tianyi, ZHOU Chenghang, JIANG Yimin, 

LU Yiwen, YANG Jiao, DING Jie, CHEN 

Luyan, ZHANG Yucheng, XIONG Huan, 

LIN Ziyu, LI Wenrui, GAO Xue, ZHANG 

Hucheng, LUO Yingling, CHEN Qiuling, 

JIAN Menghua, FAN Yuxin, YE Na, TONG 

Xiandong, LI Pinyi, WANG Zelong, WANG 

Hua, ZHANG Li, LU Yanni, WEI Mingze, 

HU Xiaoyi , LI Pinyi, TONG Xiandong, 

WANG Hua, LU Yiwen, ZHANG Yuyan, LIU 

Ruohan, HUANG Haolong, XU Cheng, SUN 

Yue, LI Liwei, LU Yudi, WANG Xinchen .

(I) 2019 Revenue Report

There was a total of 291,073 visitors to 

Shanghai Museum of Glass in 2019. The 

ticket proceeds thus obtained stood at 

RMB 22,651,562.89.

As a non-state owned museum,  

the Shanghai Museum of Glass continued 

to receive donations from government 

departments, enterprises and all walks 

of life, amounting to RMB 3,298,543.73 

in 2019. The donators are expressly 

listed below. Meanwhile, we’d like to avail 

ourselves of this opportunity to express 

our sincere gratitude to government 

departments and all walks of life. 

Revenue of Supporting 
Facilities (Park)

20,360,000 

 Including: Cultural and 
Creative Products

8,150,000

Catering 4,490,000

 Marketing Activities 
and Property Rental

7,720,000

Including:

(Unit: RMB Yuan)

In conclusion, the total revenue of 

Shanghai Museum of Glass amounted to 

RMB 22,651,562.89 in 2019, the donations 

of government and social organizations 

to RMB 3,298,543.73. The total amount of 

the revenue stood at RMB 25,950,106.62.

In addition to good reputation  

and benefits, the Shanghai Museum of 

Glass made its own contribution to the 

economic benefits of other workplaces 

in the Park. The Park rang up sales of 

around RMB 20,360,000 in 2019 in terms 

of supporting facilities (see the following 

sheet).

(Unit: RMB Yuan)

8. Financial Report

(II) 2019 Expenditure Report

The total expenditure of the Museum 

amounted to RMB 26876098.71 in 2019. 

For further information, refer to the 

following sheet:
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Labor Cost 2708738.88

Depreciation Expenses 1017839.11

Rental Fee of  
Exhibition Venue

14706048.5

Utilities 1426583

Exhibit Production Cost 3182509.88

Special Exhibition Cost 214840.79

Maintenance and 
Material Consumption

1162858.62

Exhibition and  
Graphic Design Fees

1960000

Daily Operating 
Expenses

422828.2

Financial Expenses 39937.86

Taxes 33913.87

(Unit: RMB Yuan)

(Remarks: Shanghai Jijia Cultural and 

Creative Development Co., Ltd. shares  

its property resources with the Museum’s 

property expenses, including utilities, 

cleaning and security. In this case, the 

property expenses are excluded from  

the aforesaid expenses.)

How time flies! The Shanghai  

Museum of Glass is about to usher in its 

9th anniversary. Indeed, running a museum  

is by no means an easy task; looking back 

on this journey, it is truly worth cherishing 

in mind. We are not only delighted with 

the past achievements, but we should  

also work for a more promising prospect. 

In 2020, the Museum will make 

unrelenting efforts to offer marvelous 

exhibitions and diverse activities to 

visitors, and resolutely penetrate into the 

philosophy of "Museum Living Lifestyle". 

The Kids Museum of Glass will undergo 

a new round of renovations next year, 

presenting the latest renovation results  

9. 2020 Outlook

for parent-child families on its  

5th anniversary. The Radiance Theater  

will also design a new version of 

performance based on characteristics  

of the children visitors. Moreover, 

the crucial cross-border art project 

"Annealing Project" will also come to 

a new stage in 2020. We will open the 

horizon of project, set up an Academic 

Committee for the project, expand the 

range of participating artists, and inject 

new vitality into the "Annealing Project".

"Kids" are always curious about the  

world, keen on trying, willing to make 

change, experiencing and growing 

up amidst the change, and the same 

holds true for young and burgeoning 

the Shanghai Museum of Glass. Let’s 

look forward to its new surprises and 

boundless possibilities in 2020!
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"Un-connected" from the exhibition "Un-Glass"
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“Ji Du”, by SUN Xun Credit: Shanghai Museum of Glass
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